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Queensland QCE System 2019
An introduction
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Introduction
• The Queensland Government will introduce new
senior assessment and tertiary entrance systems
with year 11 students in 2019.
• Key changes:
− Introduce common external assessment.
− Strengthen the quality and comparability of
school-based assessment
− Replace the Overall Position (OP) with the
Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR).

Final position – senior assessment
• Combine internal and external assessment to
derive final subject results.
• Four assessments (3 internal + 1 external) per
subject.
• Internal assessment will generally contribute 75%
to a student’s final subject result; 50% in maths
and science.
• QCAA will endorse and confirm school-based
assessments and ratify subject results.
• Students will receive a numerical and A-E final
subject results.
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Final position – tertiary entrance
•
•
•

QTAC responsible for tertiary entrance from 2020.
ATAR will replace the OP.
Students must satisfactorily complete an English subject to
be ATAR-eligible.
• English will only count if it is one of a student’s best five
subject results.
• ATARs to be calculated from a student’s best 5 subject
results, one of which may be a(n):
− VET Cert III or above, or
− Applied subject result.

Redevelopment of senior syllabuses
• Reviewed more than 70 senior syllabuses.
• Some subjects renamed, others combined, and
new ones developed.
• New syllabuses have greater detail on what
students should know and be able to do. They also
contain common requirements for the development
of internal assessments and common marking
guides to support teachers.
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Senior Science suite of syllabuses

Common across science syllabuses
• course structure (i.e. 4 units, summative
assessment from Units 3&4)
• syllabus objectives
• underpinning factors
− literacy
− numeracy
− 21st century skills
• pedagogical and conceptual framework
• reporting standards
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Common across science syllabuses
Structure of units and topics, including:
− subject matter described as cognitive verbs acting
on information
− formulas
− notional time
− mandatory and suggested practicals
− Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE) statements
− stimulus questions
− syllabus links.

Common across science syllabuses
Assessment requirements, including
• assessment techniques
− data test (10%)
− student experiment (20%)
− research investigation (20%)
− external examination (50%)
• assessment conditions (e.g. time, response length,
authentication requirements)
• instrument-specific marking guides (ISMGs)
• glossary.
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What is an interdisciplinary science?
A subject that unifies and applies knowledge
collected from traditional disciplines and perspectives,
to understand the nature and processes of the natural
world.

Interdisciplinary sciences
•
•
•
•

Agricultural Science
Earth and Environmental Science
Marine Science
Psychology
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Agricultural Science — course structure

Earth and Environmental Science — course
structure
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Marine Science — course structure

Contact details
Ross Wilson
Principal Education Officer (Earth & Environmental Science,
Agricultural Science)
E Ross.Wilson@qcaa.qld.edu.au

Insert your details

Ask teachers to
complete the eval
sheet before leavi
They can leave th
the table when
completed for you
collect later.

Thank them for th
attention, interest
collaboration.
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Thank you.
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